MAKING Wii WELL REEDED
(Continued from pape one.)

\$450.00 in the Senior treasury. The incidental expenses will figure around \$50.00, thus making the net balance about two hundred dollars. This will be the basis of the Senior memorial fund.

MAKE FREQUENT VISITS

During the last few days hundreds of students and citizens have visited Arbutus Hill in search of the arbutus, the flower which has been adopted as the flower of the University.

Arbutus Hill is the name of a section of the country about five miles east of Bloomington on the Nashville road. It is here that the arbutus grows in profusion. This flower is one of the most beautiful that grows in the United States. Where it is known it appears in large numbers but the number of places is comparatively small. In New England it is known as the Mayflower. It is one of the daintiest as well as the sweetest. It grows profusely upon the ground and is difficult to find. The leaves are a beautiful green and the flowers are white with here and there a tinge of pink. The perfume is sweet. It would seem that the large number who annually go to Arbutus Hill would without the supply, but there appears to be as large a quantity as ever. The arbutus appears shortly after the disappearance of snow, and it is therefore one of the first flowers of the season.

There are two trips that Indiana University students make one or more times during their college careers. One is a trip to Brown county and the other is to Arbutus Hill. Brown county is noted for its beautiful scenery and Arbutus Hill, with its rare flowers are places that are interesting to visit.

AS IT WILL BE PLAYED

Bulletin of the next Indiana-Purdue football game:

3:27 p.m.—Indiana's team has come on the field wearing sack suits and red neckties.

3:30—Purdue's team appears in sack suits and black celluloid collars. Much favorable comment. Slight delay over Indiana's protest against Purdue wearing buttons on coat sleeves, which are forbidden by rules of correct dress. Protest referred to the Ladies' Home Journal.

3:35—Indiana's ball. Purdue fined ten yards for running rings on field. Frequent delays to dust the ball.

3:39—Great excitement. Two spectators discovered who had paid \$5.00 admission. Legal rate 50 cents. Ex- pelled amid hisses.

3:45—Cards are being distributed advertising prize fight after game, at opera house, under auspices of Athletic Association. Many spectacles start at once.

4:27—Second half. Purdue appears in frock coats. Report that Indiana will delay game until six o'clock and then wear full dress.

4:30—Indiana's team has come on the field wearing full dress. Purdue penalized twenty yards for touching opponent. Great excitement. Game called by Indiana overseers because excitement is expressly forbidden by the rules.